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In "Learning from Las Vegas" Robert Venturi and Denise Scott-Brown focused on the glamour of the Las Vegas Strip, analyzing the city for its postmodernist qualities while ignoring the Mojave desert immediately beyond. Exploring the city at the same time as Venturi and Scott-Brown, the renowned architectural historian and critic Reyner Banham sidestepped the postmodernist lure of the Strip and focused his attention on what he saw as the strikingly modernist spaces of the Mojave desert.

Urbanizing the Mojave Desert: Las Vegas presents neither a modernist nor a postmodernist view of the city and its environment. The text and images do not project ideals of urban development, nor do they solve social and environmental problems. Rather, they present a hybrid landscape shaped and re-shaped by practices of everyday urbanization for a city now characterized as the "first" city of the 21st century. They offer a "third site", exposing the complex but often interstitial spaces of everyday production and consumption tied to physical and virtual place making as well as contemporary local and global investment. This perspective reframes the seamless surfaces of draped neon lights, curtain walls, and landscape features layered onto the Mojave’s stark topography, uncovering distinct strata that respatialize the social, cultural, and environmental implications of urbanizing a fierce yet fragile desert.
… transcend(s) the customary generalizations and statistics we deploy when attempting to comprehend rapid urban growth. It also transcends what Denise Scott-Brown termed the "semiotics" of life-style gratification in the most famous treatment of the city, thirty years ago. … Stern and Huber do not preach; rather they have found a way in which the images capture the primordial drama and the text leads the viewer into the depth of the issue. This exhibition has the potential to make vivid what has so far eluded scholarship, development literature, architects' pronouncements: what is the true significance of the topography of mass-capitalism, how do we understand it, what is our stance with respect to it. This exhibition is about more than Las Vegas, and deserves every support.

Peter Carl
University Senior Lecturer
University of Cambridge

In its provocative presentation of the rapidly urbanizing outskirts of Las Vegas, Sites of Transition: Urbanizing the Mojave Desert can be viewed as a not-so-distant mirror to the low-density development that is happening on the ever-shifting, outward-moving edge of Phoenix. With their powerful images of planned communities and power grids arising in the Mojave Desert, Ralph Stern and Nicole Huber suggest that we know far more about how to manipulate the land than how to inhabit the desert in ways both artful and responsible.

Nancy Levinson
Director, Phoenix Urban Research Laboratory
College of Design, Arizona State University

The images in this project profoundly demonstrate what Las Vegas is as a place to live—a place of rather extreme economic and social stratification, sprawl, environmental exploitation, rapid development that is absent infrastructure, and fragmentation, yet also a place of energy and change as it morphs into a new but still undetermined urban form. I would think that the public, architects, educators, urban planners, and even developers, among other audiences, would be fascinated by the images in the project. Certainly anyone concerned with community sustainability would be concerned about the images.

Ronald W. Smith
Vice President for Research and Director of Sustainability Initiatives
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Huber and Stern's … pictures of Las Vegas are emblematic of the ways a desert city, as a living if invasive organism, grows and changes, how it moves out from its unassuming center into the land of spectacle and a welter of ill-defined neighborhoods, and then marches out with ranks of 'brown roofs' forever swallowing up rural landscapes.

Lucy Lippard
Art Critic and Environmental Activist

… full of thought-provoking commentary, and the excellence and meaning of the photographs are similarly important and useful in developing a better understanding of Las Vegas … For those who live in Las Vegas, or study it, or both, this book is not merely vital. It is vitally necessary.

Michael Green
Historian and co-Author of Las Vegas: A Centennial History
… Nicole Huber and Ralph Stern have given us … a compact and thoughtful primer on the urbanization of the Las Vegas Valley, in particular on that very recent moment of frenetic over-development, right before the city fell off the cliff of the financial crisis. Huber and Stern understand that future analyses of Las Vegas need to move beyond comparisons with Los Angeles and other southwestern cities such as Phoenix. … The authors rightly enlarge the discussion by citing the work of cultural critic Ackbar Abbas, who contends that globalization domesticates what was once exotic and in this way makes the strange seem strangely familiar.

William L. Fox  
Director of the Center for Art + Environment  
author of In The Desert Of Desire: Las Vegas And The Culture Of Spectacle

With their photographs and several maps, Huber/Stern present not only systematically selected aspects of this development dynamic (quarries, networks of streets) but, foremost, images of places simultaneously fascinating and alienating … The book, highly attractive through its exact combination of text and images, makes visible a significant American case study of urban development, a development that in Germany is known only through schematic images. It offers points of interpretation that are far more reflective than what is usually presented in conjunction with Las Vegas: the City of the 21st Century (Rothman), All-American City (Gottdiener), democratic city (Venturi/Scott Brown). The book is innovative because it reverses the usual perspective … from homogeneous visual expectations to the heterogeneity of places, from the inner city into the desert landscape, from an ideological determined success story to a realistic history of resources. Last but not least, a previously national point of view is expanded to a global perspective. (from the German original)

Clemens Zimmermann  
Universität des Saarlandes  
Die Alte Stadt, 02 / 2009

“Urbanizing” doesn’t present a new view of Las Vegas. Instead, it forces readers to reexamine the prosaic from a different perspective, to gain a new sense of awareness, if not alarm. As writer and art critic Dave Hickey predicts of readers who open the book: “They’re going to see what they’re used to seeing, but they’re not going to see what they’re used to looking at.” … “It’s one of those books you need to take into account when you’re trying to understand the phenomenon of Las Vegas,” says Mark Hall-Patton of the Clark County Museum … urbanists and architects Nicole Huber and Ralph Stern … have observed how rapid—and rabid—development has obscured and erased cultural and physical history. A must-read for anyone who calls [Las Vegas] home or for those who wonder about off-Strip life.

Kristen Peterson  
Las Vegas Sun, 11 / 2008 and 12 / 2008
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